BUSINESS SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGIES OOD is an SAP services and solutions
provider, SAP partner, primary engaged with Implementation of SAP business information
systems, IT Infrastructure services, Information Security solutions, Project Management. We
are working on own imlementation projects in Bulgaria and around the world: almost all
countries in Europa ,USA and Latin America
We are looking for experienced Linux Engineers to join our team in Sofia. You will become
part of international team (Germany and China), managed by German project
management and will work for some of the largest global customers. SAP knowledge not
required
Job Description








Together with the team, you are actively involved in the conception and further
development of the existing cloud landscape. We live an agile way of working
(according to SCRUM).
You optimize operating systems and central services (DNS, LDAP, Mail, Samba, ...).
In addition, you are responsible for performance analysis (Nagios, Zabbix, SAR) as
well as troubleshooting and error analysis in Linux operating systems (SuSE Linux
Enterprise).
You automate through scripting (bash, python, perl).
Finally, you oversee technical projects and take over the evaluation and introduction
of new, innovative technologies and documentation and knowledge transfer.

Requirements










You have experience in the virtualization of server landscapes (Xen, VMware) as well
as knowledge in the implementation and operation of central services.
You already have knowledge of automation (e.g. boss) and scripting (e.g. Perl, Bash).
Ideally, you have knowledge of various hardware providers (e.g. HP, Lenovo, Dell,
Cisco).
Regular use in the late shift (no night shift) is not a challenge for you?
You are characterized by an analytical and solution-oriented way of thinking and
working as well as teamwork.
You have good to very good knowledge of English, both spoken and written.
You have a strong affinity for Linux and open source solutions.
You have some experience in the administration of Linux operating systems
Experience with SCRUM and / or change management would be great.

BST offers:





Very competitive remuneration package
Additional private healt insurance.
To work in a friendly, motivated and achievement-oriented team of professionals.
Work from our offices in Sofia

If you are interested in becoming part of our team, please do not hesitate to send us your
resume in English to jobs@bst.bg . We thank all interested applicants, but will only contact
the short-listed ones. All applications will be treated with strict confidentiality.

